
We help agencies gain insight by surfacing narratives tied to a client’s brand, 
industry, and competitors. These narratives are hard to spot with the naked eye and 
can signal a trend, opportunity, or warning of potential trouble ahead.

for Agencies

Media Relations Identify relevant journalists to impact how your 
client is positioned in the media

Understand the issues driving coverage
Get a bird’s eye view of the public narrative around any brand, topic, or event. 
Reporters at the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) 2019 wrote primarily about 
automotive technologies, smart assistants, and health and beauty products. 
Fewer stories covered flying cars, smart kitchens, and the CES Innovation 
Awards.

Kyle Wiggers Find leading writers by topic
View reporters by their areas of focus. VentureBeat’s Kyle Wiggers wrote the most 
stories about CES in 2019, with a heavy focus on automotive technologies and 
home electronics. However, The Verge’s Andrew J. Hawkins, Business Insider’s 
Mark Matousek, and Mashable’s Sasha Lekach wrote the most stories about 
flying cars.

Assess ROI potential for features and exclusives
Map the social influence of top reporters to help maximize the reach of your 
communications strategy. At CES 2019, stories from The Verge’s Chaim 
Gartenberg drove the most engagement online. His article, The Alienware 
Area-51M is a Full-Fledged Desktop Disguised as a Laptop, got the most social 
attention of any from the conference.
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Mae Anderson

Find receptive audiences for content
Understand the tone of coverage from key reporters before crafting your pitch. 
When covering virtual reality, the Associated Press’ Mae Anderson had the most 
skeptical outlook for the industry with headlines like Remember Virtual Reality? Its 
buzz has faded at CES 2019. Lucas Matney had a more neutral stance overall 
but he did write a few critical stories on headsets, describing prices as 
“exorbitant” and “ain’t cheap.” Others, including The Verge’s Adi Robertson used 
more positive language and focused out new upgrades and features.
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